
REPORT OF POST MORTEM MEETING FOR PEMERHATI PROGRAMME  

• Date:  4th September 2019 

• Time:  9.30 am – 12.30 pm 

• Venue:  Menara SPR Putrajaya 

• Chairperson:  Norzawatil Amal binti Alias (on behalf of YBhg. Dato’ Mohamed Elias bin Abu 

Bakar, Secretary of Election Commission) 

• Attendee from Tindak Malaysia:  Fork Yow Leong 

A post mortem meeting was held in the headquarters of EC on 4th September 2019. The purpose of the 

meeting was to discuss the pemerhati reports which were submitted by the various NGOs and 

individuals who were involved in the Pemerhati Programme for the four by-elections held in 2019 

namely in Cameron Highlands (P.078), Semenyih (N.24), Rantau (N.27) and Sandakan (P.186). 

The meeting was chaired by Pn Norzawatil Amal on behalf of EC Secretary, YBhg Dato’ Mohamed Elias 

who was unable to attend the meeting. 

The meeting began with Pn Norzawatil and the representatives from the EC discussing briefly regarding 

some recent developments which included the following: 

The recent amendments to the Federal Constitution which lowered the voting age to 18 which the EC 

welcomed as a positive step. However, she had stated that the EC has also noted that there will be some 

challenges especially for the EC to identify and provide more polling stations with the increased number 

of voters in GE15. This includes the need for more proper and structured training of EC personnel and 

election workers like KTMs and polling clerks come GE15.   

The issue concerning automatic registration for voters which has yet to be implemented. The EC has 

noted that this will take time as the amendments to the Federal Constitution has yet to take effect. 

The recent development regarding the possible by-election in the Kimanis parliamentary seat which the 

Election Court has declared as null and void and the seat vacant on August 16, 2019.  Pn Norzawatil 

stated that the EC is awaiting the appeal filed recently by Datuk Seri Anifah Aman at the Federal Court.  

She stated that the EC will be ready to hold a by-election in Kimanis if the Federal Court upholds the 

decision of the Election Court.  

A brief explanation was also given by the representatives from the EC on the improvements that the EC 

have made so far to ensure the smooth running of all the 8 by-elections held so far especially in 

increasing the number of salurans, providing more facilities for voters including facilities for the OKU 

voters, providing waiting rooms for voters among others. 

 

FEEDBACK FROM THE PEMERHATI REPORTS AND OBSERVATIONS 

All the NGO representatives who attended the meeting were provided with a 139 page booklet which 

contained the summary reports and observations from the election observers (pemerhati) of the various 

NGOs in the four by-elections. 



Pn Norzawatil stated that the Sandakan by-election was notably the best by election held so far 

compared with the other 7 by-elections based on the reports and observations of the NGOs. 

The meeting proceeded with a representative from the EC was asked to run through the summary 

reports and observations. 

Among the important issues discussed: 

The weaknesses which the EC needs to deal with and improve namely: 

To reduce the number of violations of the Election Offences Act 1954 by political parties. This included 

the need to review the existing electoral laws and regulations especially regarding feasting by political 

parties given the Malaysian culture and hospitality of providing food and beverages. Other issues raised 

are whether the outright ban on ferrying of voters to polling stations is still justified or should it be 

reviewed.  

The need for the EC to enhance voter education and to create a more ethical as well as a mature 

political culture among the political parties. The EC stated that due to its limited resources and 

manpower, that NGOs should also play an important role in this regard. The EC has welcomed the 

contributions and suggestions by NGOs in assisting the EC in this regard. 

A large part of the discussions at this meeting was focused on the need to improve the training of 

election workers especially the training of all those who have been selected and appointed either as a 

KTM or a polling clerk.  Pn Norzawatil has admitted that there are weaknesses in the current training 

and appointment of KTMs and polling clerks. This is due largely to the negative observations and reports 

by the NGOs regarding some KTMs and polling clerks who are either incompetent or not well versed in 

their respective roles and responsibilities.   

Fork (from Tindak Malaysia) also pointed out with reference to Tindak Malaysia’s reports and his 

previous experience as a KTM that the one-day briefing session for KTMs is not sufficient especially for 

those who have no prior experience as a KTM.  In addition, there should be clear guidelines and 

procedures by the EC in the selection and appointment of KTMs in particular, given their huge 

responsibilities in ensuring the smooth running of elections. 

Pn Norzawatil in response has stated that the EC through its Academy will conduct a thorough review of 

the training of KTMs and polling clerks.  The Academy will introduce more structured training courses for 

both KTMs and polling clerks.  The Academy will also conduct examinations to ensure that only those 

who have passed the examinations will be eligible to be appointed as either a KTM or a polling clerk.  

She stated that in the past, most KTMs and polling clerks were mainly selected from the civil service 

before the EC decided to extend it to NGOs. 

Pn Norzawatil has also stated that the EC will introduce an online application portal for those who are 

interested in applying to be either a KTM or a polling clerk. In this regard, she has stated that the NGOs 

can assist the EC by encouraging more members of the public to volunteer as a KTM or polling clerks in 

upcoming elections.   

 

 



REACTION BY THE EC TO TINDAK MALAYSIA’S REPORTS 

During the meeting, there was also some queries from the EC regarding some reports from Tindak 

Malaysia namely its report regarding the existence of 10 suspicious voters (pengundi diragui) in Orchid 

Deluxe Park (Bandar Ringlet). 

Pn Norzawatil and the representatives from the EC took a very serious view of this report from Tindak 

Malaysia and questioned whether there is any truth to these claims of suspicious voters in Cameron 

Highlands. 

Accordingly, the EC has requested Tindak Malaysia to clarify this report and provide further details 

regarding the names of the 10 suspicious voters to EC.   

END OF THE MEETING 

The meeting ended on a positive with Pn Norzawatil giving a vote of thanks to all the NGO 

representatives for attending the meeting and stated that the EC will continue to collaborate and work 

closely with the NGOs and individuals who are involved in the Pemerhati Programme.  All the NGO 

representatives also reciprocated by stating that they have an important role not only as a watchdog to 

the EC but more importantly the role of NGOs is to assist and strengthen the EC’s function in ensuring a 

truly free and fair elections in Malaysia.   

More importantly, the representatives from the NGOs gave due recognition to the improvements that 

the EC has made so far but stressed the need for continuous improvements by the EC. 

The meeting officially ended with a brief presentation of certificates of appreciation to all the NGOs who 

participated as election observers in the four by-elections.   

 

Report prepared by Fork Yow Leong on behalf of Tindak Malaysia. 

 

 

 

 

  

 


